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Beware the pumpkins. Beware the code. Or else.
Halloween is the scariest night of the year - but this
time, the evil is real. You are the only one to discover
the terrible secret. What would you do?They have
spent a year plotting.They are hungry.They are
coming.And they will not stop.Teenager Artie Eason
accidentally stumbles over a dastardly plot to steal
kids using the Pumpkin Code on the dark October
night.He soon realises - danger lurks behind every
door. Can he save his friends and family before it is
too late? The Pumpkin Code is the new children's
book from Martin Smith, bestselling author of the
Football Boy Wonder and the Charlie Fry
Series.Each of Martin's stories contains strong moral
messages - and this young adult horror book looks
at stranger danger, loyalty to your friends, and why
you should never, ever give up.Oh, and never trust a
goblin either.Praise for Martin's work:"I got this book
to encourage my eight-year-old to read more. He
lacked motivation before this. All I can say is thank
you so much!""We love the storyline because it
captivates our son's imagination and encourages
him to read. Would recommend to anyone with a
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reluctant reader ... it's certainly done the job in our
household. Charlie Fry has even been our son's
World Book Day choice!""There are quite a few
football books for young children but I've found them
to be so badly written and not something that I've
taken great pleasure in reading to my children. This
is different; we were all captivated in the first chapter
and that, I think, has a lot to do with the quality of the
writing style."Who will the Pumpkin Code appeal
to?It has been written as a scary story for children
and young adults. The age range is (roughly) 10 to
14.The age range is older than Martin's previous
work - primarily because the Pumpkin Code focuses
on the issue of stranger danger for older
children.People looking for books similar to The
Ghost Files and The Creakers may want to give this
a read.
Matt, a white quarterback from Montreal, Quebec,
flies to France (without his parents’ permission) to
play football and escape family pressure. Freeman,
a black football player from San Antonio, Texas, is in
Paris on a school trip when he hears about a team
playing American football in a rough, low-income
suburb called Villeneuve-La-Grande. Matt and Free
join the Diables Rouges and make friends with the
other players, who come from many different ethnic
groups. Racial tension erupts into riots in Villeneuve
when some of their Muslim teammates get in trouble
with the police, and Matt and Free have to decide
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whether to get involved and face the very real risk of
arrest and violence.
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* From the #1
New York Times bestselling coauthor of Tiger
Woods comes the definitive inside story of the New
England Patriots—the greatest sports dynasty of the
21st century. It’s easy to forget that the New
England Patriots were once the laughingstock of the
NFL, a nearly bankrupt team that had never won a
championship and was on the brink of moving to St.
Louis. Everything changed in 1994, when Robert
Kraft acquired the franchise and soon brought on
board head coach Bill Belichick and quarterback
Tom Brady. Since then, the Patriots have become a
juggernaut, making ten trips to the Super Bowl,
winning six of them, and emerging as one of the
most valuable sports franchises in the world. How
was the Patriots dynasty built? And how did it last for
two decades? In The Dynasty, acclaimed journalist
Jeff Benedict provides richly reported answers in a
sweeping account based on exclusive interviews
with more than two hundred insiders—including team
executives, coaches, players, players’ wives, team
doctors, lawyers, and more—as well as never-beforeseen recordings, documents, and electronic
communications. Through his exhaustive research,
Benedict uncovers surprising new details about the
inner workings of a team notorious for its secrecy.
He puts us in the room as Robert Kraft
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outmaneuvers a legion of lawyers and investors to
buy the team. We listen in on the phone call when
the greatest trade ever made—Bill Belichick for a firstround draft choice—is negotiated. And we look over
the shoulder of forty-year-old Tom Brady as a
surgeon operates on his throwing hand on the eve of
the AFC Championship Game in 2018. But the
portrait that emerges in The Dynasty is more
rewarding than new details alone. By tracing the
team’s epic run through the perspectives of Kraft,
Belichick, and Brady—each of whom was interviewed
for the book—the author provides a wealth of new
insight into the complex human beings most
responsible for the Patriots’ success. The result is
an intimate portrait that captures the human drama
of the dynasty’s three key characters while also
revealing the secrets behind their success. “The
Dynasty is…[a] masterpiece…It’s a relationship book,
it’s a football book, it’s a business book…you’ll just
eat up these stories” (Colin Cowherd).
Lora Leigh does it--in the lair of a strange breed, part
man, part wolf, on the hunt for the woman he
craves--and needs--to fulfill a hunger clawing at him
from within. Angela Knight does it--in the psychic
realm of a woman attuned to the touch of
strangers--and the powerful temptations of a
seductive and mysterious protector. Emma Holly
does it--in the fantastic Demon World where a
powerful Queen rules--until she commits the sin of
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falling in love with the handsome son of her worst
enemy. Diane Whiteside does it--in an alternate
universe of Regency magic where two lovers are
threatened by a vicious mage, and swept up in a
turbulent war off the Cornish cliffs.
`And then came the moment Gareth had been
waiting for. He'd imagined it so many times. The
President of Real Madrid held up the famous white
shirt with his name on the back.' Bale tracks the
Welsh wizard's impressive rise from talented
schoolboy to Real Madrid star. This is the inspiring
story of how Bale beat the odds and became the
most expensive player in football history.
An exciting new era is well underway at Anfield and
this 2021 Official Liverpool Soccer Annual celebrates
all that is good about the club right now. Packed full
of stunning action images and interesting behind the
scenes features, plus interviews with the manager,
players and revered club icons. It also contains
everything else you need to know about the Reds including all the vital facts and figures from the
season. If you are a fanatical Liverpudlian, this is a
must-read! IMAGE OF 2021 ANNUAL FOR
ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
"Written by Don Knotts's brother-in-law and featuring
extensive unpublished interviews with those closest
to both men, [this book explores] the legacy of The
Andy Griffith Show and ... two of America's most
enduring stars"--Amazon.com.
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Imagine: You arrive to college on the first day, ready
to meet your roommate in the girl's dorm.A huge
mistake puts you into the male dorm. Your
roommate? He's DJ Dalton, football star and campus
celebrity extraordinaire. You can look, but you can't
touch. Because the prettiest packages come with the
biggest consequences...Is he panty-meltingly
handsome with an attitude to match? Sure.Do I
accidentally fantasize about him one (okay, maybe
two) times? Fine, I'm honest enough to admit it.None
of that matters, because we're opposites in all the
ways that are important for getting along as college
roommates: He comes from a perfect life and old
money. I come from a broken home and bowls of
ramen.He's at Greene State to party. I'm here to
study.He's a popular jock. I wouldn't be caught dead
playing sports.To say we get off to a rocky start
would be an understatement.Ironically, that's what
causes our sizzling attraction to boil over one night.
But even that comes at a price.Because our story
has a twist neither of us could see coming.One that
changes both of our lives, 'till death do us part.
Fred Rogers (1928–2003) was an enormously influential
figure in the history of television and in the lives of tens of
millions of children. As the creator and star of Mister Rogers’
Neighborhood, he was a champion of compassion, equality,
and kindness. Rogers was fiercely devoted to children and to
taking their fears, concerns, and questions about the world
seriously. The Good Neighbor, the first full-length biography
of Fred Rogers, tells the story of this utterly unique and
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enduring American
icon. Drawing
on original interviews, oral
histories, and archival documents, Maxwell King traces
Rogers’s personal, professional, and artistic life through
decades of work, including a surprising decision to walk away
from the show to make television for adults, only to return to
the neighborhood with increasingly sophisticated episodes,
written in collaboration with experts on childhood
development. An engaging story, rich in detail, The Good
Neighbor is the definitive portrait of a beloved figure,
cherished by multiple generations.
Azra just wants a loving relationship, But her kind of love kills.
Ousted from her world. Pursued by a Police Detective for
crimes against men, her prospects of mortal love look bleak.
That is, until she finds the one man strong enough to survive
her. But he's the one chasing her, and he harbors a dark
secret of his own. Can they survive each other or will their
secrets destroy them both?
The critically acclaimed, award-winning, modern classic
Speak is now a stunning graphic novel. "Speak up for
yourself—we want to know what you have to say." From the
first moment of her freshman year at Merryweather High,
Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of the nonsense of
high school. She is friendless—an outcast—because she
busted an end-of-summer party by calling the cops, so now
nobody will talk to her, let alone listen to her. Through her
work on an art project, she is finally able to face what really
happened that night: She was raped by an upperclassman, a
guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her.
With powerful illustrations by Emily Carroll, Laurie Halse
Anderson's Speak: The Graphic Novel comes alive for new
audiences and fans of the classic novel. This title has
Common Core connections.
Demons, shifters, zombies: You don't have to go to hell, but
you can't stay here. . . It's Last Call On Earth. Rebekah
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"Beck" Damian
a demonoid
bar where everyone's
welcome--even a reformed flesheater who's strictly
vegetarian, a musical ghost who's looking for a piano bar, and
a feline harbinger of doom named Wampus Kitty who's
scaring the customers. So when a big strapping demonhunter walks into the bar, Beck knows it's not the end of the
world. She'll treat him like any other customer. If only she
could. Conall Dalvahni is the toughest, meanest, sexiest
demon-hunter Beck's ever seen--and she's finding it awful
hard to hide her attraction. As far as Conall's concerned, the
feeling is mutual. But how can he trust a beautiful half-demon
babe like Beck--when her demonic friends have the perfect
weapon to destroy every hunter on earth? With all the sparks
flying between Beck and Conall, it's hard to tell who's the
predator and who's the prey. Either way, love is hell--and
impossible to resist. . . "A genuinely funny new voice in
paranormal romance." --Publishers Weekly Praise for Demon
Hunting in Dixie "A demonically wicked good time."--Angie
Fox "A not-to-be-missed Southern-fried, bawdy, hilarious
romp." --Beverly Barton, New York Times bestselling author
Charlie Fry is football mad. He sleeps wearing his team's full
kit and dreams of scoring the winning goal in an FA Cup final.
He plays football around the clock - at the park, on the way to
school, at lunchtimes and even in his bedroom until his mum
tells him off. But Charlie has a problem: he can't run very far.
He has plenty of skill but his poorly lungs stop him from
sprinting. And as an 11-year-old planning to become the
Golden Boot winner at the next World Cup, that's a bit of an
issue. Then one day a freak accident presents Charlie with a
unique goal-scoring gift - it means he can't miss. But can
Charlie convince his local team Hall Park to give him the
chance and use his new found skill to deadly effect? Or will
the nasty bullies from his school keep him stuck on the
sidelines? ** The Football Boy Wonder is a football story for
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children aged
7-13.
It looksFry
at themes
such as bullying,
friendship, loyalty and the wonderful world of football.
Reviews of the Football Boy Wonder: "Highly recommended.
An enjoyable and clever story with a few lovely twists along
the way." Amazon review. "My little brother, who is crazy
about soccer, would love this book and would never let it go.
It is a great gift to get a brother, nephew, son or cousin for
any occasion. They will definitely enjoy it." 5* review from
Readers' Favourite website. "Fantastic journey of friendship
and sporting achievements. Well written and easy to
understand Charlie's journey and how CF impacts his life."
Amazon review.
Charlie Fry is back - and facing his toughest challenge yet.
Evil manager Chell Di Santos is desperate to know the secret
behind the Football Boy Wonder's stunning success. And he'll
do anything to find out. As Charlie prepares for the biggest
game of his season against bully-boy Adam Knight, he is
unaware the mysterious Football Spy is watching his every
move. Hall Park Magpies are flying high. But with every win,
the spy gets closer to discovering Charlie's big secret and
ruining Charlie's football career forever. The Football Spy is
the fourth part of the best-selling Charlie Fry Series, written
by Martin Smith. It is aimed at children aged 7 to 13.
Charlie Fry has been picked for England. The Football Boy
Wonder never misses a shot after a freak accident gave him
magical soccer skills. He has been breaking goalscoring
records for Hall Park Magpies and now Charlie's incredible
form has caught the eye of the national selectors. Impressed
with his stunning shooting skills, they've selected the Boy
Wonder to take part in the European Under-17s
Championship in Spain. Aged 12, Charlie will be the youngest
player in the entire international football competition. It is a
dream come true. Playing against the best young footballers
in Europe is a huge challenge. The eyes of the world are
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upon him.2But
dreams
can quickly
become nightmares. And
Charlie soon realises his football skills are going to be tested
like never before. The Football Genius is the seventh book in
the bestselling Charlie Fry Series by Martin Smith. It is aimed
at children aged seven to 12. The other books are: The
Football Boy Wonder The Demon Football Manager The
Magic Football Book The Football Spy The Football Superstar
The Football Girl Wonder If you like Tom Palmer's books and
Matt Oldfield's books, then the Charlie Fry series would be
the best soccer books for you!
The Demon Football Manager(Books for Kids: Football Story
for Boys 7-12)Createspace Independent Publishing Platform

Born to Play is the first installment of The Jamie Johnson
Series, the UK #1 best-selling children's series of soccer
novels, which is now available in the United States. A
one-of-a-kind series of fictional soccer books that follow
an American kid, Jamie Johnson, through life's struggles
as he strives to become to a world-class soccer player.
Accidentally unleashing a big, evil oaf of a devil who
begins living in his basement and demanding unlimited
junk food and a hot tub, geeky Max Kilgore teams up
with a former Goth girl to send his unwanted houseguest
back to hell. By the author of the Croak series.
Simultaneous eBook. 15,000 first printing.
Sexy, contemporary fun from the USA Today bestselling
author of All U Can Eat. Meet Zoe Clare, a medium who
has no trouble communicating with the dead. If only she
could get her feelings across to Fairyville's most eligible
bachelor, Magnus Monroe. Fortunately, a tryst with an
old flame sparks jealousy in Magnus, which gives Zoe
satisfaction-in so many naughty ways.
"Dean, 18, is a baseball player whose glory days are
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behind him.
At 15,
he pitched
for the world championship
Little League team, and as a freshman he hit a gamewinning grand slam. But after his arm gave out, he
moved to first base and plunged into a two-year batting
slump, losing any hope for a college scholarship. Since
graduation he's been sliding sideways, wondering what
his future holds." --Starred, School Library Journal
Winner of the NBCC Award for General Nonfiction
Named on Amazon's Best Books of the Year
2015--Michael Botticelli, U.S. Drug Czar (Politico)
Favorite Book of the Year--Angus Deaton, Nobel Prize
Economics (Bloomberg/WSJ) Best Books of 2015--Matt
Bevin, Governor of Kentucky (WSJ) Books of the
Year--Slate.com's 10 Best Books of 2015--Entertainment
Weekly's 10 Best Books of 2015 --Buzzfeed's 19 Best
Nonfiction Books of 2015--The Daily Beast's Best Big
Idea Books of 2015--Seattle Times' Best Books of
2015--Boston Globe's Best Books of 2015--St. Louis
Post-Dispatch's Best Books of 2015--The Guardian's
The Best Book We Read All Year--Audible's Best Books
of 2015--Texas Observer's Five Books We Loved in
2015--Chicago Public Library's Best Nonfiction Books of
2015 From a small town in Mexico to the boardrooms of
Big Pharma to main streets nationwide, an explosive and
shocking account of addiction in the heartland of
America. In 1929, in the blue-collar city of Portsmouth,
Ohio, a company built a swimming pool the size of a
football field; named Dreamland, it became the vital
center of the community. Now, addiction has devastated
Portsmouth, as it has hundreds of small rural towns and
suburbs across America--addiction like no other the
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country has
everCharlie
faced. How
happened is the
riveting story of Dreamland. With a great reporter's
narrative skill and the storytelling ability of a novelist,
acclaimed journalist Sam Quinones weaves together two
classic tales of capitalism run amok whose unintentional
collision has been catastrophic. The unfettered
prescribing of pain medications during the 1990s
reached its peak in Purdue Pharma's campaign to
market OxyContin, its new, expensive--extremely
addictive--miracle painkiller. Meanwhile, a massive influx
of black tar heroin--cheap, potent, and originating from
one small county on Mexico's west coast, independent of
any drug cartel--assaulted small town and mid-sized
cities across the country, driven by a brilliant, almost
unbeatable marketing and distribution system. Together
these phenomena continue to lay waste to communities
from Tennessee to Oregon, Indiana to New Mexico.
Introducing a memorable cast of characters--pharma
pioneers, young Mexican entrepreneurs, narcotics
investigators, survivors, and parents--Quinones shows
how these tales fit together. Dreamland is a revelatory
account of the corrosive threat facing America and its
heartland.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
NPR In this poignant and deeply sensual new
contemporary romance—perfect for readers of Susan
Elizabeth Phillips and Rachel Gibson—Molly O’Keefe
proves that lost loves don’t have to stay lost forever.
Dallas TV morning show host Madelyn Cornish is poised,
perfect, and unflappable, from her glossy smile to her
sleek professionalism. No one knows that her iron will
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memories of a man she’s
determined to lock out. Until that man shows up at a
morning meeting like a bad dream: Billy Wilkins, sexy
hockey superstar in a tailspin—still skating, still fighting,
and still her ex-husband. Now the producers want this
poster child for bad behavior to undergo an on-air
makeover, and Billy, who has nothing to lose, agrees to
the project. It’s his only chance to get near Maddy
again, and to fight for the right things this time around.
He believes in the fire in Maddy’s whiskey eyes and the
passion that ignites the air between them. This bad-boy
heartbreaker wants a last shot to be redeemed by the
only thing that matters: Maddy’s love. “Irresistible and
satisfying . . . addictive and sexy romance at its
best.”—New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery
“Molly O’Keefe is a unique, not-to-be-missed voice in
romantic fiction.”—New York Times bestselling author
Susan Andersen
Teens Shay, Marco, Lexi, and Ryan, quarantined in a
shopping mall after a biological bomb goes off in an air
duct, learn that in an emergency people change, and not
always for the better, as many become sick and supplies
run low.
She is the new manager of a men's soccer team
determined to prove to the world a woman can succeed
at this level. He is the undisputed king of rugby, still
wanting the crown that comes with winning a world
championship. Will they need to sacrifice their love for
each other in order to reach their dreams?
This is the extraordinary life story of Stan Ternent, one of
the most outrageous managers in professional football.
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Celebrated
for achieving
a series
of promotions on
shoestring budgets, he has coached some of football's
biggest names, including Ian Wright, Vinnie Jones,
Dennis Wise and Gazza.Stan's outspoken attitude and
uncompromising behaviour have been legendary within
football circles for years. So have his punch-ups. Now,
for the first time, the current Burnley manager - called
"one of the greatest characters in the game" by the Scot
who manages Man United - reveals his amazing exploits
from four decades as a football icon.'If you only buy one
football book this year, make it this one.' - Shoot'One of
the funniest football books I've ever read' - Ian
Wright'...brutally honest, a savage, wonderful read.' Sunday Times
Just a few days after Nat Levy's thirteenth birthday, he
and his dad Dave return to England for the first time in
seven years. Since his mother died, the two of them
have been traveling from country to country, wherever
Dave can pick up work, and Nat has been playing street
soccer with the local kids whenever he has a chance even on Copa Cabana beach in Rio de Janeiro! Now it's
a bit of a shock to come back to England, where the
cottage Dave has bought turns out to be a wreck, and
the prospect of going to school is looming for Nat. The
only positive aspect is that they are close to Hatton
Rangers, the soccer team they both follow, but even the
team is struggling to avoid relegation and possible
bankruptcy. Amazingly, Nat's soccer skills are spotted
and he is put forward for a tryout with the team, but there
is something fishy going on that is looking increasingly
dangerous... In this soccer-centered thriller, Nat learns
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partCharlie
of a team,
to take chances, when
to accept criticism and when to stand up for himself. His
independence and self-reliance help him through some
tricky and risky situations.
"England won the football World Cup in 1966. However
websites all around the world are suddenly reporting that
Portugal won it in 1966 because England were
disqualified! Something very strange has happened to
the past! Kane the dog and his master, Adam, go on a
fantastic adventure, travelling back in time to 1966. Can
they solve this remarkable mystery, prevent England
from being disqualified, and return history back to
normal?" 'Kane and the Mystery of the Missing World
Cup' is a fictional book however it also teaches children
about some football history. It is aimed at children aged 7
- 10 years of age.
Murray, a loner who communes with the dead in the
town cemetery, hears the voice of a murdered
cheerleader and tries to convince the adults that he
knows what happened to her. But who beleives him?
He's a loser. Can he even beleive in himself? Also
comes Pearl, the daughter of the cemetery caretaker,
who befriends Murray and tries to enter his world.
Together they may prove the astonishing possibility that
Nikki is closer than anyone thinks. "Dead Connection is a
smart, funny, very clever page turner; unique and fun to
read. As much as I wanted the mystery solved, I didn't
want it to end. You're going to like this book." --Chris
Crutcher
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just
have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know
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In How
Big IsFry
Your
God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith
and in our relationship with God—a God whose love
knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho
introduces us to people in various world religions—from
Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of
Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made
possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant,
impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a
technological device that will allow her to speak for the
first time.
The Charlie Fry Series continues. It's time to meet ... The
Demon Football Manager. Charlie Fry is the Football Boy
Wonder. After being hit by a lightning bolt - he has
developed a magical gift. When he shoots, he never
misses. He's now being touted as a future England star despite not yet starting a competitive game for his new
club Hall Park Rovers. However Charlie, who has cystic
fibrosis and struggles to run too far, soon finds out fame
brings its own problems. He has a new manager to
impress - and Chell Di Santos does not like sharing the
limelight with his players. Can Charlie win him over and
keep his dreams of being a top footballer alive? Or will
the Demon Football Manager live up to his nickname?
The Demon Football Manager is the second football
book in the Charlie Fry Series, the follow-up to the bestselling Football Boy Wonder. It is a football story for
children aged 7-13. It looks at themes such as bullying,
friendship, loyalty and the wonderful world of football.
Hall Park Magpies are rubbish. They are bottom of the
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league, cannot
goals
have not managed to
win this season. But they have a new player: football boy
wonder Charlie Fry. Bullied out of Hall Park Rovers by
evil Chell Di Santos, the budding football superstar - who
has a magic gift so he never misses - now faces his
biggest challenge yet. With Charlie in their team and a
mysterious book that keeps predicting unlikely victories,
the future is suddenly looking a lot brighter for Magpies.
Can Charlie save his new team? Will the book's magic
last long enough to escape relegation? Or will his
enemies finally finish Charlie's career for good? ** The
Magic Football Book is the third part of The Charlie Fry
Series, the follow-up to the best-selling Football Boy
Wonder and Demon Football Manager.

"Hall Park Magpies are in a mess. Without Football
Boy Wonder Charlie Fry, the team are in chaos as
the new season approaches. With the problems
mounting, Annie Cooper steps up to become the
team's captain. Can the Football Girl Wonder inspire
Magpies to return to winning ways? Or will they be
deep in relegation trouble before Charlie Fry returns
home?"-Football Boy Wonder Charlie Fry stands on the edge
of glory. His Hall Park Magpies team are one victory
away from winning the league. Now the team must
face neighbours and rivals Hall Park Rovers in the
final match of the season. The winner will be
crowned champions - and the whole town is turning
out to watch. But evil Rovers manager Chell Di
Santos does not lose. He plans to win - at any cost.
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And that spells bad news for the Football Boy
Wonder. Can Charlie and his friends outwit the
Demon Football Manager and win the league against
all the odds? * The Football Superstar is the fifth part
of the best-selling Charlie Fry Series, written to raise
awareness about cystic fibrosis.
A computer with human-like qualities of artificial
intelligence develops criminal obsessions and takes
over the completely automated home of Susan
Harris
Sentenced to sixty-five years in a Texas prison,
Damon West once had it all. He came from a great
family, in a home full of God, love, support, and
opportunities to reach any goal. A natural born
leader, an athlete with good looks and charm, he
appeared to be the all-American kid pursuing his
dreams. Underneath this facade, however, was an
addict in the early stages of disease. After suffering
childhood sexual abuse by a babysitter at the age of
nine, Damon began putting chemicals into his body
to alter the way he felt. Once he was introduced to
methamphetamines, however, he became instantly
hooked—and the lives of so many innocent people
would forever be changed by the choices he made in
order to feed his insatiable meth habit. After a fateful
discussion during his incarceration with a seasoned
convict, Damon had a spiritual awakening. He
learned that, like a coffee bean changing with the
application of heat and pressure, he was capable of
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changing the environment around him. Armed with a
program of recovery, a renewed faith, and a
miraculous second chance at life, Damon emerged
from over seven years of prison a changed man. His
story of redemption continues to inspire audiences
today.
An elite pass rusher who was in the prime of his
career, Charles Haley was traded from the San
Francisco 49ers to an NFC rival, the Dallas
Cowboys. Why would they make such a trade? The
49ers did so because Haley had become so difficult
for teammates and coaches alike. It turns out that he
acted this way because he had bipolar disorder.
Haley, a Hall of Famer and the only NFL player who
earned five Super Bowl rings, documents what it was
like suffering from that condition and how he
overcame it. He details what it was like to play for
two championship organizations and the fights,
transgression, and squabbles that marked his
career.
The Windy City isn't quite ready for Phoebe
Somerville—the outrageous, curvaceous New York
knockout who has just inherited the Chicago Stars
football team. And Phoebe is definitely not ready for
the Stars' head coach, former gridiron legend Dan
Calebow, a sexist jock taskmaster with a one-track
mind. Calebow is everything Phoebe abhors. And
the sexy new boss is everything Dan despises—a
meddling bimbo who doesn't know a pigskin from a
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pitcher's mound. So why is Dan drawn to the
shameless sexpot like a heat-seeking missile? And
why does the coach's good ol' boy charm leave
cosmopolitan Phoebe feeling awkward, tongue-tied .
. . and ready to fight? The sexy, heartwarming, and
hilarious "prequel" to This Heart of Mine—Susan
Elizabeth Phillips's New York Times bestselling
blockbuster—It Had To Be You is an enchanting story
of two stubborn people who believe in playing for
keeps.
The entertaining, revealing, and controversial
bestselling autobiography of one of the most
respected figures in the world of soccer. Carlo
Ancelotti is one of only six people to have won the
Champions League—European soccer’s most
coveted trophy—as both player and coach. After a
successful career playing for several of the most
important teams in Italy—and for the Italian national
team—Ancelotti went on to become one of the most
acclaimed and outspoken coaches in European
football, managing Italian giants Parma, Juventus,
and Milan before moving to Chelsea, one of the
Premier League’s most successful clubs, in 2009.
The book moves from anecdotes of his life growing
up in Reggio Emilia to stories of his time playing
among the best footballers in the world. With a
characteristic mixture of sharp insight and humor,
Ancelotti explores the differences between the Italian
and the English games, shares his thoughts on
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soccer’s future with the MLS in America, and
reflects on the 2010 World Cup in South Africa. With
a preface by the legendary former captain of the
Italian national team, Paolo Maldini, this book is at
once a tactician’s bible from one of the world’s most
celebrated footballing minds, the fascinating story of
an ordinary man reaching great heights, and in part
a revealing tell-all from an outspoken insider in the
cut-throat world of European soccer. The perfect
book for anyone with a passion for the beautiful
game.
Meet Charlie Fry. The Football Boy Wonder. He is
the football genius who never misses. A freak
accident planted a magic target in the boy's head,
which has turned him into the world's best footballer.
After his first season playing for Hall Park Magpies,
Charlie is being scouted by some of the biggest
clubs in the world. But he has plenty of other
challenges on his doorstep to face during the
summer months. The Football Boy Wonder
Chronicles is the perfect soccer gift for kids aged
five-12. It features three short stories about Charlie
Fry's adventures during one hot summer. Charlie Fry
and the Penalty Shootout Everyone wants to beat
the Football Boy Wonder and his friends. So when
Charlie turns up for a five-a-side competition, the
opposition teams lick their lips with glee: it's their big
chance to finally beat the Boy Who Never Misses.
With only half his team turning up and older
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opposition players unwilling to give up their title
without a fight, will Charlie be able to lift the prized
trophy? Charlie Fry and the Grudge Match Charlie
Fry and his friends spend every day of the school
summer holidays at Crickledon Rec. But one day a
group of strangers turn up - and claim Crickledon
Rec for their own. Outnumbered but determined not
to give up their home turf without a fight, Charlie and
his friends challenge the newcomers to a winnertakes-all match: for the right to play on the Rec for
the rest of the summer. One park. One match. One
chance to save the Football Boy Wonder's home
ground. Charlie Fry and the Super Sub Hall Park
Magpies face one last game this season - against
the mums and dads - with the promise of Premier
League tickets for the winners. But with soaring
summer temperatures and a professional manmarker facing him, can Charlie Fry inspire Magpies
to a final win of an unforgettable season? The
Football Boy Wonder Chronicles is a spin-off from
the bestselling Charlie Fry Series. Written to raise
awareness about cystic fibrosis, the importance of
friendship and bullying, the books are aimed at
children between seven and 12. If your kids love
books about Lionel Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo and
Harry Kane, then Charlie Fry will be perfect for them!
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